
Photography Studio



ON3 Studio is the result of two music forward individuals, passionate about progressing their
community and evolving the music industry that they create in. The birth of the project came from the
realisation that incubators for artists of diverse cultural backgrounds, to create and collaborate, were

so few and far between.
 

For founders Kish & Aman, pursuing the arts was never seen as a sustainable career path amongst their
families; this ignited the relentless drive to design a space where the two

could succeed in the world of music and creative design.
 

Together they are changing the narrative, acting as a voice for communities of colour,
offering hope and support to like-minded individuals pursuing their passions.

‘We have been brought together through our deep-driven passion for music discovery
and share the one common goal - to foster the growth of our rich-diverse community.’

 
As the ON3 community has grown and evolved so has the team. Kish & Aman have built a team of like-

minded and as equally passionate individuals that work together as a family to create leading
opportunities and experiences, not only for the artists on the ON3 roster but the community as a

whole.
 

Our Story



Our photography space is situated on the first floor, and
equipped with a kitchen and bathroom facilities upon request

we have meeting rooms, podcast and recording studios
available also.

 
 the studio is directly across the road from Brunswick station or
walk down the street and you'll be faced with Sydney road and

the no. 19 tram 
 

There free parking is located on Victoria street and its
surrounding streets. 

 
Our space is filled with props, plants and bespoke pieces that

can be rearranged to your liking 
 

The cyclorama section is shared as we have an open plan floor
plan, you'll be seeing fellow creatives working away quietly

(upon request we can create a fully private shoot experience)
our space is a safe space for all culturally diverse backgrounds

and can be used for events also!  
 

Studio Details



Who we work with.
MAYA HIRASEDO DEAN BRADY ADRIAN EAGLE JEROME FARAH C FRIM

ERA 97



6 metre Cyclorama

Coloured Backdrops

Flash & Cont Lighting kits 

Wireless Harmon / Kardon Sound

Projector

1GB WIFI

Shower and Toilets

Kitchen w/ Beverages

Features



Pricing & Packages

 
Half Day

$399+GST 
4 hours

 

 
 

Full day 
$799+GST

8 hours
 

 

monday - sun
 10am - 10pm 

 
Half Day w/ Photographer 

From $899+GST 
enquire for more info

 

 
 

Editorials & Press 
From $1499 +GST

enquire for more info

 

 

Hourly
$99+GST 

Min. 2 hours

 
we also offer styling, hair and make-up, film photography, creative direction and more 

 



Equipment Hire
Godox Continuous light kit
M300D Barn door and gels inc. 

Godox 3x Flash kit QT600III 
Supports: Cannon, Sony, Nikon

Godox TL120 LED 4 Tube
light kit 

$199 + GST
$299 + GST$199 + GST

All Soft boxes and stands included. 
Full gear list click here

Studio Props 

$49 + GST per item
$149 + GST all items

We have a wide range of plants,
props and bespoke pieces for
use.

http://www.on3.studio/photography


Terms & Conditions
The use of the space is at your own risk of injury, ON3 is not liable for any injuries or accidents that occur at the
space.
No heels, hard shoes, or hard dance shoes are to be used on the cyclorama unless discussed with the studio 
 manager for product or styling shoot purposes. special flooring /temp flooring is in place. Strictly sneakers and
non damaging shoes to be used on the floor.
Move objects & furniture with care. When moving objects around please be sure to not scuff or scratch the
floors, ensure that all wheel locks from mobile tables are up before rolling them.
You are responsible for your guests and any damages, lost or stolen property that happen during the time of
use.
Clean-up after yourselves, no mess to be left in the kitchen, bathroom, or event workshop space.
Minimum space hire is 2 hours.
Use of the equipment: All tech & music equipment is strictly to be handled by the hirer of the space based prior
arrangements with the studio manager. 
Please ensure volume is turned all the way down before turning sound on and up. 
Entering other rooms except for common areas (kitchen and bathrooms) is prohibited.
Ensure all speakers and mixers are turned down before turning equipment off.
Mop & Dry floors once finished using, then reset furniture back in its original position.
Everyone is responsible for their personal belongings.
Please be mindful of others using the space, there may be photography, studio, podcast, songwriting session or
meetings in progress. 
Any damages occured on property starts from $100 + GST depending on the severity
Any lost, damaged or stolen items must be replaced at cost price or compensated dollar value 



http://www.instagram.com/on3.studio
http://www.on3.studio/
mailto:team@on3.studio
https://www.tiktok.com/@on3.studio

